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not be needed within RAS bands. Mitigation methods may be introduced at a variety of points

within the data acquisition system. These range from proactive methods to change the local RFI

environment by means of regulatory manners, to pre- and post-detection methods, to various pre-

correlation methods, and to methods applied at correlationand post-correlation. Every method of
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to cope with changing interference environments at observatories.
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1. Introduction - Objectives

Interference mitigation in radio astronomy is aimed at reducing or removing the impact of sig-
nals from active services in bands outside those allocated to the Radio Astronomy Service (RAS).
These efforts should not be aimed at unwanted signals withinan RAS band, nor should the ability
to mitigate interference serve as an excuse for discountingthe presence of unwanted emissions,
as interference (almost) always leads to both data loss and to a loss of data quality. Data loss
inside allocated RAS bands poses a regulatory problem but there is no recourse for data loss on
bands not allocated to the RAS. Indeed the primary benefit from applying a mitigation method is
often to reduce the impact of RFI on unaffected data. Since data loss is avoided by prevention,
prevention is much better than mitigation. Otherwise the earlier an interference problem is dealt
with in the processing chain the better. Early interventionresults in less damage to the data, lower
downstream costs, and less system complexity. Interference mitigation is possible when there is
a significant interference-to-noise ratio (INR). Weak RFI is therefore best addressed later in the
processing chain, after integrating the data to increase its signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

As one passive service among many active services, the RAS isone of the first to suffer from
the prevailing philosophy that spectrum efficiency is only enhanced by accommodating more active
spectrum users. The ITU standards for threshold levels of permitted spurious and out-of-band (i.e.
unwanted) emissions are often insufficient for the protection of active services from each other,
and these levels certainly do not suffice to protect the passive services. Rather than concentrating
on RFI prevention, it is generally easier (and more cost effective) for spectrum managers to solve
interference issues as they arise. However, RAS observations are very sensitive to RFI, so its
interference issues are more difficult to solve in this fashion. In addition, current RAS systems
operate with increasingly large bandpasses and ever-higher system sensitivity. As a result observed
bands often cover bands allocated to active services, wherethe RAS has no protection status. RFI
mitigation techniques are then essential for operating in non-allocated and non-protected bands.

A new threat encountered by the RAS in operating over wider bandwidths comes from the
recent introduction of low-power, broadband, spread-spectrum devices that are both unlicensed
and mass-produced. Since their adopted spectrum masks are rather inadequate, creative mitigation
solutions are required to enable optimal RAS operations. A second threat is dynamic spectrum
access (DSA) that allows systems to operate in spectrum slots that are unused for a period of time.
While cognitive radio devices are currently designed to operate in bands allocated to particular
services, such devices will increasingly fill the spectrum in a new form of spectrum sharing. Of
course, RAS broadband operation depends on the same DSA principle as the new cognitive radio
devices being introduced into the market place.

Earlier reviews of methods of RFI Mitigation for radio astronomy have been presented by
Fridman & Baan [1], ITU-R RA.2126 [2], and Kesteven [3], and there are reviews of a previous
conference by Ellingson [4] and Briggs [5].

2. Signatures of RFI Sources and their Impact

The actual impact of interference on data obtained with radio astronomy telescopes depends
on a number of factors, the first of which being the type of radio telescope used. Single-dish
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telescopes are the most vulnerable as they have little directional discrimination against incoming
RFI, which results in the astronomical and RFI signals beingcoherently added. This contrasts with
the sensitivity to RFI of telescopes incorporated into connected arrays for interferometry, where
RFI partly enters the system incoherently. In these configurations the extended baselines serve as
a spatial filter that discriminates against RFI. Every interferometric system using ’fringe stopping’
techniques has a baseline-dependent capacity for the rejection of RFI, the more so the longer the
baseline [6]. Nevertheless, the calibration of each station in an array is still affected by its local
RFI.

The second factor depends on the type of observation. While continuum measurements can
sacrifice certain time slots or frequency bands within the time-frequency diagram of an observation,
a spectral line observation is damaged whenever the frequency and width of the RFI directly affects
the astronomical signal.

Thirdly, the impact on the data depends on the type of RFI. Is the RFI time-variable (im-
pulsive), narrow-band or wide-band, and/or is there a superposition of RFI patterns? Direct (and
indirect) transmissions from terrestrial networks, that follow population density and the affluence
of the local community, give a persistent signal background. Satellites and aeronautical services
may cause both steady and transient RFI components. The location of an observatory relative to
aeronautical traffic lanes may ensure the presence of their direct emissions and the reflections of
terrestrial signals, such as those from airport radars. Most RFI results from side-lobe coupling with
active services, though destructive main-beam coupling can arise from satellites and from aeronau-
tical services, as can happen for instance from the Cloudsatsatellite [7] at 94 GHz. In addition
to external RFI, there is also the prospect of gratuitous, observatory-generated RFI from on site
computing and electronics: these sources can be identified and should be adequately shielded.

Fourthly, time variability of RFI may particularly impact time-critical astronomical observa-
tions. Variable, non-repetitive RFI occurring during studies of transients and pulsars may destroy
critical observations that are unique and cannot be repeated. It may affect the time sequencing of
pulses, and may also affect the time-critical calibration of data.

Finally, the RFI environment has changed rapidly over recent years, as new service appli-
cations are introduced and others phased out. The introduction of broadband, spread-spectrum
applications for broadcasting and communication, as well as of unlicensed devices, that take away
the peaked, high-power signals of yore by replacing them with broader signals of lower power,
generate signals that are not easy to remove from RAS data. The intensification of spectrum use
and of dynamic spectrum access will increassingly change the character of the RFI environment,
and will increasingly require the radio astronomy community to adjust its approach to reducing the
impact of RFI on its data.

3. RFI Mitigation Methodologies - layers of mitigation

A number of RFI mitigation methods may be used at different stages in the data acquisition
process. The first and most powerful method is to control incoming RFI signals before they enter
the receiver, by modifying the local and regional RFI environment. As a second layer, pre-detection
methods may be applied in the receiver system itself, possibly in connection with the data-taking
backend. A third layer, consisting of digital excision and RFI removal methods, may be used
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before correlation. With the advent of software (SW) correlation, these digital methods may also
be incorporated into the correlation process. A fourth possible layer would invoke the application
of digital methods after correlation and after data integration or data buffering. Finally, a fifth
mitigation layer consists of manipulating (excising and flagging) the collected astronomical data to
eliminate the effects of known and unknown sources of RFI.

The performance of all of these methods depends on the INR, i.e. on the relative strength of the
RFI or on the ratio of system-noise variance to RFI variance.Most methods are only effective when
RFI is clearly detectable within the data, and can only remove its effects down to the instantaneous
noise level. A figure of merit for these methods is the processing gain after the RFI suppression or
reduction given by the ratio of the SNR(after) to SNR(before).

The quality of the performance of any method depends on the required level of suppression,
since each layer of mitigation has its own limitations. The occupied bandwidth of an astronomical
signal relative to that of the RFI plays a role here. It is important that loss of the signal-of-interest
(SOI) is considered while judging the results of mitigation, as this varies with each method. Indeed
a layering of several methods has a cumulative effect, as each subsequent layer of mitigation oper-
ates on the remnant of any RFI signal remaining from prior processing. In addition, each applied
method can introduce a measure of toxicity, which is the damage done to data that adds incremental
degradation to the data quality. The total damage done to data, as a measure of the data loss result-
ing from (subsequent) mitigation processing, is quantifiedby the ratio of the SNR(after processing)
to the SNR(in the absence of RFI).

4. Pro-active methods - changing the RFI environment

Coordination with active users and recourse to national andinternational regulations may re-
duce the occurrence of RFI at a radio astronomy station, and may reduce its impact on observations.
Improving and strengthening the regulatory framework at national, regional, and international lev-
els plays an important role in protecting passive use of the spectrum: resources in support of this
approach are to be found in the Handbook on Radio Astronomy [8], in ITU-R recommendations
such as ITU-R RA.769 and RA.1513 [9], and in the CRAF Handbook[10]. Coordination zones and
radio quiet zones may be used to modify the RFI environment that would be generated by terres-
trial sources of interference at a telescope. Many observatories have local and national regulations
that prevent the installation of transmitters in the immediate proximity (within 2-6 kilometers) of
an observatory. Large-scale coordination and quiet zones have been implemented for a few sites,
such as the National Radio Quiet Zone around Green Bank [11] and the Puerto Rico Coordina-
tion Zone around the Arecibo Observatory [12]. The environments for new telescopes, such as
ALMA in Chile and the two prospective sites for the Square Kilometer Array, are being regulated
by forward-looking, national regulations to enable the most sensitive observations to be undertaken
from them.

Because it is better to solve potential RFI issues before implementation, it is important to
identify both existing and prospective new transmitters that may affect the portions of the radio
spectrum of interest to an observatory, by keeping up with changes in local licensing and by rec-
ognizing trends in spectrum use. Spectrum monitoring may beused to identify trends, to identify
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’spectrum neighbors’, and to get to ’know thine enemy’. Spectrum monitoring is also a tool to
determine the percentage of data loss caused by interference in the passive bands.

Experience shows that observatories are often themselves significant sources of RFI. Com-
puting hardware and electronic installations in buildingscan generate harmonic and broadband
emissions that enter a telescope’s detection system. Identification and elimination of these sources
is a high priority for every observatory. RFI-tight cabinets and Faraday cages to accommodate
electronics and computing equipment, as well as the reduction of human activity (remote control
rooms) and a restriction on local computer use, help to make an observatory ’radio-quiet’. This
to-do list is part of the necessary preparations for an observatory to conduct its most sensitive
observations [13].

5. Pre-detection & post-detection

A standard method for excising RFI in the frequency domain isto install a bandpass or
high/low pass filter in a receiver, which results in an insertion loss and substantially raises the
system temperature at frequencies close to a band-edge. Super-conducting filter technology can
significantly decrease the impact of such filters. Filteringof RAS bands serves to prevent damage
due to strong signals outside the bands. Filtering also results in data loss for continuum observa-
tions, while it is often essential to enable spectral line observations when RFI occurs at a critical
frequency within a receiver’s passband.

Blanking or stopping the data-taking process, such as halting the accumulation of data in the
correlator, may be used to achieve excision in the temporal domain. This method has been used
successfully for impulsive and periodic signals [14]. The Arecibo Observatory implemented an
airport radar blanking system that stops correlator processing in synch with the period of the radar
pulse during a time window tailored to encompass the consequent radar artifacts from terrain and
multi-path scattering. Lost data is counted as a loss of observing time when this variety of RFI
occurs within an allocated RAS band.

Much research has been applied to the design of robust receivers with a high degree of linearity,
so that harsh RFI environments do not affect them. Broadbandobservations are possible when
receiver systems are sufficiently linear that no aliasing occurs, no inter-modulation products are
generated, and no overloading occurs [14, 15, 16].

6. Pre-correlation

6.1 Antenna-based digital processing

Real-time digital processing may be implemented as part of the IF processing of single-dish
radio telescopes (RTs), and as part of the station processing and/or beamforming process for array
instruments. This cost-effective method works well for impulsive (transient) RFI and requires fast
data sampling as well as the availability of computing cycles at each of the stations [17, 18]. The
amount of data loss is determined by the transient nature of the RFI. Real-time, IF-based flagging
and excising minimizes the data loss incurred by the flagging- excision method by only dealing
with the RFI-infected time and frequency segments; this should not inflict collateral damage on
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neighboring time and frequency intervals. This is different from post-correlation processing, which
is more vigorous as integrated data samples are used for baseline and antenna flagging and excising.

Thresholding in both the temporal and frequency domains maybe applied when the RFI in
sampled data is strong and identifiable, and the spectral occupancy of the RFI is relatively low.
Thresholding was first used to remove RFI at the Ratan 600 telescope [19] and has been used many
more times since. A recent successful application was at theWesterbork Synthesis Radio Telescope
(WSRT), where 20 MHz dual-polarization data from each of thefourteen telescopes was processed
in real-time [20, 21]. This thresholding method has also been applied to pulsar data prior to period
folding [22, 23].

Sub-space filtering methods search for a particular signature in the RFI power component
of data in order to identify and remove it. A particularly successful application is the search for
cyclo-stationarity within data, which works well for digitally modulated RFI signals [24, 25].

Another form of sub-space excision exploits the probability distribution analysis of signals.
Since the RFI contribution changes the power spectrum to a non-central (chi-square) distribution,
as determined by its higher moments, it can be removed from data [1, 26]. A similar approach is to
use kurtosis (4th moment of the power spectrum) to identify and remove the RFI component. This
has been used for single-dish solar observations [27, 28], and for (post-) correlation processing
in a software correlation environment [29]. Median filtering and taking advantage of the median
properties of a multi-feed system, also exploit the statistical properties of data and are effective in
real-time RFI mitigation of spectral-line data [30, 31]].

Pre-correlation mitigation methods that involve the removal of data samples result in changes
in the gain calibration of data. This requires accurate bookkeeping to determine the effect on the
data and the associated data loss. Replacing affected data in the frequency (or time) domain with a
fitted baseline only affects the rms of affected channels.

6.2 Adaptive (temporal) noise cancellation

Adaptive noise cancellation (ANC) is often used in communication and military technology
[32]. The basic principle of temporal adaptive filtering is to make a FFT from the incoming data,
perform an adaptation operation on the frequency bins, and then return to the frequency domain
via an inverse FFT. This method, based on Wiener filtering, works for interfering signals with a
significant INR, i.e. when the RFI dominates the system noise. The suppression of the interfering
signal can be about equal to its instantaneous INR. Adaptivefilters are effective when spectral
information is unimportant, such as in pulsar [33] and continuum studies. This method has also
been used effectively with multi-feed or focal plane arrayson single dishes (see next section). A
variation on adaptive filtering is to subtract a reference data-channel from a signal data-channel
using a copy of the RFI itself, by comparing on-source plus RFI and off-source plus RFI signals. In
some existing telescope systems, the copy of the RFI is takenfrom an auxiliary reference antenna
aimed at its source [34]. However, each distinct source of RFI then requires its own antenna.

Parametric estimation of known RFI signals and their subtraction from the data has been ap-
plied successfully for Glonass C/A satellite transmissions by exploiting their known modulation
properties [35]: a signal cancellation of more than 20 dB wasachieved without recourse to auxiliary
antennas. A recent implementation of adaptive filtering techniques aims to remove the signature of
the L3 transmission from a single GPS satellite at the Arecibo Observatory [36].
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6.3 Spatial filtering and null steering

Every multiple-antenna array has sidelobes and nulls in itsbeam pattern that can be used to
reduce signals from localized sources of RFI. In general, anadaptive system using a beam-forming
algorithm requires a high INR and is limited to a small numberof RFI targets to be tracked during
an observation. The RFI sources also need to remain stable and predictable through an observation.
Spatial filtering in beam-forming mode for a limited number of RFI sources generally does not
degrade the image generated by the main beam.

Smart antenna techniques, using multiple sensors in radar and communication systems, are
used to determine the direction-of-arrival and to implement beam-forming algorithms. Similarly,
multiple-sensor, new-generation telescopes with a directview of identified RFI sources (such as
LOFAR and the Murchison Widefield Array) allow the beam-forming process to be optimized to
include real-time, adaptive nulling and spatial filtering of these distinct RFI sources [37, 38, 39].
In a practical implementation, one hundred LOFAR antennas were used to generate two separate
beams, while placing a permanent null at one position 15 degrees above the horizon [38]. Well-
calibrated, multi-sensor, phased arrays offer the possibility of steering a null to track a satellite
while maintaining a high-gain beam on a target field [40], though the processing complexity in-
creases rapidly if one is coping with a multi-satellite system.

For sparse arrays, with relatively long baselines, correlation may be performed first and the
beams synthesized afterwards. Assuming the RFI sources arelocalized, their suppression is then
achieved by processing short time intervals of the data stream, and applying complex weighting
during image processing [41]. Computer simulations of post-correlation spatial filtering show that
cleaning with an RFI-corrected beam can be effective [42].

Focal plane array (FPA) systems and multi-beam receivers provide new opportunities for spa-
tial filtering, as each of the component feeds has an independent sky signal together with the com-
mon RFI signal [43, 44, 45]. In addition, one of the feeds in a multi-beam system can always be
used as a reference antenna.

7. At correlation

As part of the correlation process, digitized data are generally integrated over time intervals
ranging from the sampling time up to seconds, which significantly raises the INR. In consequence,
persistent but weak RFI, that could not be treated in real-time, and weak (spectral) remnants of
earlier mitigation operations become accessible for processing. On the other hand, significant
peaks of a variable RFI signal may be reduced in strength by this integration. For array instruments,
spatial filtering resulting from delay (fringe) tracking ofa celestial source also reduces the strength
of terrestrial RFI in cross-correlated data.

At this point in the data taking process, anti-coincidence protocols may be incorporated to
identify the RFI components, as well as digital mitigation processing and the use of data from a
reference antenna. New generation software correlators permit the integration of (kurtosis-based
flagging) applications before and after FX (Fourier Transform before multiplication) correlation
and stacking protocols [29]. Mitigation at different stages during processing is being implemented
in LOFAR [46]. For single-dish instruments the correlationprocessing of (multiple) single bands
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may incorporate both thresholding or statistical methods and noise cancellation with a reference
antenna.

Deploying digital processing and input from reference antennas during SW correlation is
equivalent to the baseband pre-correlation processing outlined above. On the other hand, their
implementation in conventional (existing) hardware backends requires the addition of both special
hardware and software.

8. Post-correlation - before or during imaging

Traditional post-correlation processing consists of flagging and excising, which is time con-
suming and often done by hand [47]. Because this operation isperformed on integrated and cor-
related data, the data loss resulting from flagging can be quite significant, the more as whole time-
slots, whole baselines, and/or whole antennas may be flagged. This differs from antenna-based IF
flagging or excising where small subsets are flagged, which inherently results in a smaller propor-
tion of data loss overall.

On-line or off-line processing of (integrated) correlateddata makes it possible to incorporate
automated flagging and excision [48, 49, 50, 51], as more sophisticated statistical or sub-space
processing (see section 6.1) can be implemented to remove the RFI component without much
associated data loss.

Indeed, a reference antenna has been implemented at the post-correlation stage to remove the
signal from a well-defined source using the available closure relations [52].

Array instruments employ fringe-stopping and delay-compensation techniques during obser-
vations to keep the fringe rate of the central observing position at zero during observations. As a
result the stationary (terrestrial) and satellite RFI components in the data distinguish themselves by
fringing faster than astronomical sources, i.e. at the fringe-stopping rate. This distinct (relative)
motion allows the off-line identification and elimination of stationary RFI sources from both the
correlated data and the image plane without causing data loss [53, 54, 55]. A code first applied at
the GMRT is now incorporated into AIPS [56].

9. Implementation at telescopes - strategy

The data acquisition process of radio astronomy observatories is evolving to cope with the
rapidly changing technological environment. The analog todigital conversions of signals now
occurs as early as possible in the data handling scheme, which allows digital processing throughout
most of the data chain. Increased capabilities allow the processing of larger bandwidth data, with
higher time-resolution and higher frequency (< kHz) resolution.

Many current backends do not allow the implementation of mitigation at early stages of
the data handling chain without incurring (severe) hardware modifications. By contrast, new-
generation backends and software correlation facilitate such schemes at different stages of the
processing.

Since every mitigation method requires a definite INR threshold for its operation, removal of
most of the RFI requires a layered application of methods to exploit the progressive integration
of the data and its increasing INR. While no method can removeRFI below the noise floor it
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encounters, subsequent mitigation steps may remove remnants of the mitigated RFI, as well as
weak RFI that is only apparent after integration.

The implementation of auxiliary antennas for array instruments depends on the possibility of
incorporating their output into the processing system, (most particularly) at the correlator. Directed
reference antennas generally cope with particular RFI sources and are less effective in a compli-
cated environment.

Human intervention in the RFI mitigation process plays an important role in practical oper-
ations. Thus real-time on-line processing that is adaptable to a variety of RFI signatures may be
preferred to the restrictive use of reference antennas and/or spatial filtering for known and fixed
transmitters. This is likely to be the case until some artificial intelligence controller can be invoked
to guide and dictate the RFI mitigation scheme.

Interferometers are less vulnerable to RFI. Fringe-stopping and decorrelation by delay com-
pensation provide for its natural suppression on the longerbaselines. However, strong RFI still
adds to the system noise, and still affects the calibration and the complex visibilities of a station.
VLBI stations and distributed sensor networks can implement mitigation at every individual station
to reduce the impact of local RFI on the whole system.

To correctly calibrate a system, accurate bookkeeping is required for all affected data in order
to obtain the correct weights for later self-calibration, cleaning and imaging procedures.

Future mitigation implementations need to consider more sophisticated methods than the sim-
ple (kurtosis or other) RFI flagging and excising algorithmsthat are generally current at this time.
The use of statistical methods using higher moments opens the possibility of removing RFI com-
ponents without affecting the rest of the data, and there aremethods that allow partial restoration
of data that reduce data loss. Adaptive filtering of spread-spectrum systems may become possible
when their digital keying schemes are known.

10. Conclusions

Both on-line and off-line data processing has been successful in mitigating the RFI environ-
ment of radio astronomy observatories. While there is an increasing variety of successful mitigation
options, the choice of method depends strongly on the RFI characteristics, the type of radio tele-
scope, and the type of observation. In particular, on-line real-time data-processing may be preferred
in a variable RFI environment, while special measures such as reference antennas and spatial filter-
ing may be preferred for known and fixed sources of RFI. In addition to these factors, the absence
of human involvement may also render automated on-line processing a more attractive option.

No universal method exists for mitigating RFI in astronomical data and no method can identify
or remove RFI within the noise of the system. The effective suppression of RFI depends on the INR
and its temporal and spectral characteristics. A quantitative evaluation of the method used is not
always possible because mitigation algorithms are generally non-linear processes that also affect
the noise characteristics and the gain calibration. The toxicity of the method used, i.e. the negative
effect of its invocation on data by the deployed method, and the amount of data loss resulting from
the method are other factors that guide the evaluation of thechoice of method.

Multiple methods need to be applied to deal with a more general RFI environment. Because
RFI characteristics change after each mitigation step and with increasing integration of the data, the
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cumulative effect of RFI mitigation at subsequent stages isnot a linear sum of what each method
can do, but rather the sum of what is practical and possible ateach step.

The cost of computing hardware capability and of digitizingcomponents at radio astronomy
observatories is rapidly changing. Both upgrades of existing facilities and the introduction of newly
constructed instruments provide opportunities for implementing and automating RFI mitigation
algorithms. These capabilities also permit increased bandwidth, higher time resolution, and higher
spectral resolution. The resulting, increasingly large data volumes will force the introduction of
automated data reduction pipelines.

During recent years, spectrum management and on-line RFI mitigation have not been given
the attention they deserve. As RFI could be flagged and excised from the data and the (mostly al-
located) observing bands were relatively clean, the traditional user community learned to live with
and accept the presence of RFI. Few observing bands sufferedsignificant loss. However, with-
out national and international spectrum management efforts the current state of the RAS allocated
bands would have been far worse. The use by radio astronomy stations of much broader operating
bandwidths that also cover allocations of other services will demand continued spectrum manage-
ment efforts. In addition, future data volumes are likely toforce the acceptance of automated RFI
mitigation at radio observatories.

New telecommunication and broadcasting technologies are reaching the market place, many
in the form of unlicensed mobile devices. Since their ever-changing locations are impossible to
control, they will rapidly affect observatory operations.Algorithmic research is needed to elimi-
nate their signals from astronomical data. In particular, spread spectrum (ultra-wide band) devices
will pose problems for passive services, as their digital modulation schemes do not respect the
boundaries of spectrum allocations. Current estimates suggest that the number of transmitting de-
vices used by each person is set to increase dramatically andmany of these will rely on dynamic
spectrum access.

The discovery space for radio astronomy is determined to a significant degree by the technical
characteristics of the observing system and by limiting factors such as the RFI environment. While
new generation telescopes are located at the most pristine possible sites, existing facilities must
coexist with their local conditions. In order to prevent RFIbecoming the limiting factor for existing
facilities, spectrum management, both internal and external, has to be accorded a very high priority.
Both observatory management and astronomers should regardRFI issues as critical.
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